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ABSTRACT

Recent work revealed a new class of molecular ma-
chines called molecular sleds, which are small basic
molecules that bind and slide along DNA with the
ability to carry cargo along DNA. Here, we performed
biochemical and single-molecule flow stretching as-
says to investigate the basis of sliding activity in
molecular sleds. In particular, we identified the func-
tional core of pVIc, the first molecular sled char-
acterized; peptide functional groups that control
sliding activity; and propose a model for the slid-
ing activity of molecular sleds. We also observed
widespread DNA binding and sliding activity among
basic polypeptide sequences that implicate mam-
malian nuclear localization sequences and many cell
penetrating peptides as molecular sleds. These ba-
sic protein motifs exhibit weak but physiologically
relevant sequence-nonspecific DNA affinity. Our find-
ings indicate that many mammalian proteins contain
molecular sled sequences and suggest the possi-
bility that substantial undiscovered sliding activity
exists among nuclear mammalian proteins.

INTRODUCTION

Cells encode genes and the information needed to regulate
their expression in the molecular structure of their DNA
genomes. Factors that read, write and regulate access to this
information must engage the physical and chemical proper-
ties of DNA in vivo. In mammalian cells, gene regulation is
complex and requires the coordinated action of many pro-
tein factors. Protein molecules that function in the nucleus
are tagged with nuclear localization signal (NLS) peptides
that enable their transport from the cytosol. About 5000
human proteins have been observed or predicted to be lo-
calized in the nucleus of cells (1). Many of these proteins
function on DNA or chromatin, and some have been shown
to be capable of sliding along the genome using specialized
DNA-binding interfaces (2–8).

A new class of molecular machines called molecular sleds
was recently described (9,10). Molecular sleds are small ba-
sic molecules such as peptides that bind and slide along
DNA and can translocate cargo, for example a protein
molecule, along DNA. Sliding is driven by thermal diffu-
sion and is insensitive to DNA sequence (11–13). Previ-
ously, sliding activity was only known in DNA-binding pro-
teins with well-structured DNA binding interfaces that were
believed to be essential for the fast sliding activity that can
support facilitated diffusion (2,14–17). Some of these pro-
teins contain stable �-helical modules of 20–60 amino acids
that can bind in the major groove of B-form DNA (18). von
Hippel et al. showed that synthetic 15 amino acid peptides
can be induced to form �-helicies upon sequence nonspe-
cific binding to B-form DNA, and that this binding required
specific i → i + 3 or + 4 spacing of basic amino acids to en-
able electrostatic interactions between the �-helical peptide
and the DNA major groove (19). This work collectively re-
inforces the dogma that binding and sliding activity requires
a precision-tuned DNA-binding interface entailing precise
registration or phasing of charged residues (16,17,19,20).

In contrast, pVIc, the first molecular sled discovered, is
only 11 amino acids long, forms no stable structure on its
own, and displays consecutive charged residues that are un-
favorable for DNA binding as an �-helix (9). pVIc functions
as an NLS of the adenoviral protein pVI and plays a role
in the viral life cycle by regulating one-dimensional (1D)
biochemical interactions among DNA-bound viral proteins
via its robust sliding activity (9,10). Tiny peptidyl molecular
sleds like pVIc with NLS-like basic residue sequences were
found to slide along DNA as fast as 26.0 ± 1.8 M(bp2/s),
many times faster than the fastest-sliding proteins, with
the exception of the pVIc–AVP complex in which the pVIc
molecular sled constitutes the DNA-binding interface (8–
10).

The discovery of the pVIc molecular sled and sliding ac-
tivity in two homologous human peptides (9) raised impor-
tant questions: (i) how widespread could DNA sliding ac-
tivity be among the many nuclear proteins in mammalian
cells? (ii) how do molecular sleds function? Here, we take
the first steps in answering these questions by identifying
the peptide functional groups that play roles in sliding in
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pVIc, defining a minimal model sled and characterizing its
function, determining which sorts of primary amino acid
sequences support DNA sliding activity in molecular sleds,
and proposing a model for molecular sled sliding activity.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Chemicals

All unlabeled and N-terminal dye labeled peptides were pur-
chased from the Biopolymer & Proteomics Laboratory at
MIT (with >85% purity). Tetramethylrhodamine(TMR)-
maleimide was purchased from Anaspec. Cy3B-maleimide
was purchased from GE Healthcare Life Sciences.
Sulfhydryl-labeled peptides were prepared by reacting
TMR- (or Cy3B)-maleimide with unlabeled peptides,
and the final products were purified by HPLC and
confirmed by MALDI analysis. pVIc-Cy3B was a gift
from Dr Walter Mangel at Brookhaven National lab.
DAPI (with ≥98% purity) was purchased from Sigma.
Hoechst 33258 (with ≥98% purity) was purchased from
Santa Cruz Biotechnology. �-DNA was purchased from
New England Biolabs and a DNA oligo with a biotin
attached, 5′-GGGCGGCGACCTAAAAAAAAAAA-
biotin-3′ was ordered from Integrated DNA
Technologies, Inc. A 30-mer oligo (5′-
GACGACTAGGACGACGACGAGGATGACGAC-3′)
and its complementary strand were purchased from IDT
and annealed together to form a double-stranded 30-mer
for binding studies.

Flow cell construction

Flow cells were constructed by sandwiching a double-sided
tape with pre-cut channels between poly(ethylene glycol)
(PEG) functionalized coverslip and a PDMS slab contain-
ing inlet and outlet holes (see peg coverslip preparation pro-
tocol in the supplementary text). The biotin-�-DNA was
made by ligating a DNA oligo with a biotin attached to
the 5′ overhang of �-DNA (see protocol by Schroeder et al.
(21)), and then immobilized onto the flow channel surface
by utilizing biotin and streptavidin chemistry.

Single molecule flow stretching experiments

Peptide samples were infused at 10–1000 pM concentra-
tions at rates of 25 ml/h (at such a high flow rate, the con-
tribution of DNA fluctuations to the apparent motion of
DNA-bound molecules along the DNA is negligible under
our assay conditions; see Supplementary Figure S9). The
assay buffer consisted of 10 mM phosphate buffer, 2–20
mM NaCl, 50 �M EDTA, 20 mM ethanol, 5% (v/v) glyc-
erol, 0.01% Tween-20 and 1% (v/v) �-mercaptoethanol and
the pH was adjusted by adding aliquots of concentrated
NaOH solution. This titration caused the sodium ion con-
centration of buffer solutions at different pHs to be differ-
ent, resulting in buffers with ionic strengths ranging from 15
mM at pH 6.5 to 31 mM at pH 8.63. Individual dye-labeled
molecules were imaged by using a home-built total internal
reflection fluorescence microscope based on a Nikon Ti-E
body with a Hamamatsu ORCA-Flash 4.0 V1 camera. We
used customized single particle tracking software to process

the raw image data (see Single Particle Tracking Software
Details in the Supplementary Text).

Fluorescence polarization (FP) experiments

Steady-state fluorescence polarization (FP) measurements
were performed using a SpectraMax M5 plate reader from
Molecular Devices. Samples were prepared in a 96-well
plate. To determine Kd values, the fluorophore-labeled pep-
tide concentrations were held at 10 nM and 30 bp dsDNA
titrated from 3000 to 0 nM. The excitation/emission/cut-
off wavelengths were set as 544/ 590/ 570 nm (or 590 nm;
both generate identical equilibrium dissociation constants,
Kds from fits). The Kd values were estimated by fitting the
FP data to a one-to-one stoichiometry binding model (see
Supplementary Figure S5A for details).

RESULTS

KRRR is the functional core of pVIc

pVIc (GVQSLKRRRCF) contains four consecutive basic
amino acids (KRRR) that we hypothesized were sufficient
for sliding activity despite the fact that tetrapeptides are too
small to form stable secondary structures. To test this idea,
we performed standard single molecule flow stretching ex-
periments for 1D diffusion (2,22) of the tetrapeptide (la-
beled on its N terminus). We observed that the tetrapeptide
is indeed capable of fast diffusion along DNA with an esti-
mated 1D diffusion constant, D1, of 10.5 ± 0.7 (standard
error) M(bp2/s) (see Figure 1).

In principle, 1D diffusion can take place by two mecha-
nisms, sliding and hopping. Sliding consists of 1D transloca-
tion along the DNA in continuous contact with the DNA,
while hopping occurs when molecules move by repeated dis-
sociation from the DNA and rebinding to DNA at nearby
locations in fast local equilibrium. The salt concentration
dependence of the 1D diffusion constant is a useful method
to differentiate sliding from hopping for molecules that bind
with an electrostatic contribution to their DNA binding in-
teraction energy (2). For sliding, D1 is expected to be inde-
pendent of salt concentration, while D1 is expected to in-
crease sharply with salt concentration if a hopping mech-
anism contributes significantly to 1D translocation. This
is because increasing the salt concentration will lower the
sequence-nonspecific DNA affinity of protein, decrease its
residence time on DNA during 1D translocation events, and
thus give rise to an apparent increase in D1. The D1 of
KRRR in 20 mM NaCl buffer (see Supplementary Figure
S4) is not significantly higher than in 2 mM NaCl buffer,
indicating that KRRR translocates on DNA by sliding in
our assay. The D1 of KRRR is somewhat lower than that of
equivalently prepared pVIc (N-terminal TMR labeled pVIc
slides with D1 = 14.7 ± 1.5 M(bp2/s)). We also performed
FP experiments to determine the affinities of these peptides
for DNA (see Figure 2B), discovering that the equilibrium
dissociation constant (Kd) of KRRR (197 ± 40 nM) is com-
parable to that of pVIc (352 ± 50 nM) (Figure 2B).

Tripeptides can slide along DNA

We wondered whether even smaller peptides could bind
DNA and slide along it. To determine whether tripeptides
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Figure 1. Diffusion of TMR-pVIc, TMR-KRRR and TMR-RRR along flow stretched �-DNA molecules in 2 mM NaCl buffer. x(t) and y(t) are the
displacements along and transverse to �-DNA, respectively. For N-terminal labeled peptides, no significant change in D1 was observed between pH 6.5
and pH 7.4, and thus, diffusion trajectories observed at pH 6.5 and pH 7.4 were combined to give more accurate estimation of D1. Dotted horizontal lines
indicate missing points resulting from dye blinking.

can slide, we further truncated pVIc to RRR. The DNA
affinity of RRR is substantially decreased (Kd > 1 �M)
in comparison to KRRR (see Figure 2B), which reduces
the observable event frequency in the single-molecule as-
say. Nonetheless, we observed RRR sliding events and es-
timated D1 for RRR at 12.2 ± 1.0 M(bp2/s), in-line with
the D1 values for pVIc and KRRR. Altogether, it is clear
that KRRR forms the functional core of the pVIc molecu-
lar sled and that tiny peptide molecular sleds like RRR can
recapitulate the sliding activity of pVIc.

The sliding activity of molecular sleds is robust to primary
amino acid sequence variation

Is there a primary amino acid sequence ‘code’ for molecu-
lar sleds? To answer this question, we tested peptides with
varying amino acid sequences in a series of experiments.

First, we tested a peptide with the same amino acids as
pVIc but in a scrambled sequence, SFRRCGLRQVK (N-
terminally labeled), observing that this peptide is capable
of sliding on DNA with an estimated D1 of 14.4 ± 0.5
M(bp2/s), essentially identical to that of similarly labeled
pVIc (Figure 2A). This result indicates that the sequence of
residues in pVIc is not critical for sliding activity.

To systematically probe for effects of primary amino
acid sequence on sliding, we examined the effect of vari-
able spacing of the basic amino acids by separating argi-
nine residues with intervening alanine residues. To our
surprise, RRRR, RRARR, RRAAARR, RARARARA,
RRARAAAR, RRARAR not only exhibited similar Kd
values (Figure 2B) but also similar D1 values (D1 = 11.3 ±
1.0, 14.2 ± 1.3, 15.0 ± 1.4, 12.6 ± 1.2, 15.9 ± 1.8 and 13.1
± 0.8 M(bp2/s), respectively) that approximate the values
measured for KRRR and RRR. The spacing-independence
of binding affinity and diffusion constant values show that
these tiny NLS-like molecular sleds interact with duplex
DNA by a mechanism distinct from natural and synthetic

peptides that bind the DNA major groove as �-helices and
are highly sensitive to residue spacing (19). Robust bind-
ing and sliding activity in peptides with interleaved alanine
residues indicate that no particular configuration of side
chains or the peptide backbone specific to consecutive basic
amino acids is required for 1D diffusion activity.

Next, we compared the 1D diffusion activity of lysine-
and arginine-containing peptides to determine if one type
of basic side chain supported sliding to a greater degree
than the other. Again using peptides with four basic amino
acids, we varied the number and order of lysine and argi-
nine residues and measured D1 values. Figure 2 shows that
the measured D1 values of RRRR, KRRR, RRRK and
KKRR are essentially identical (D1 = 11.3 ± 1.0, 10.5 ±
0.7, 11.4 ± 1.0 and 10.1 ± 0.9 M(bp2/s), respectively). FP
measurements show that the DNA binding affinities of the
lysine-containing peptides are very similar to those mea-
sured for the peptides with four arginine residues in the
alanine-spacer experiments (see Figure 2B). These results
(and those below for longer peptides) indicate that the in-
teractions between positively charged side chains and DNA
needed for sliding can be made with cationic moieties hav-
ing either electronically localized (K) or delocalized (R)
charges. We also examined hexahistidine, finding that it did
not bind to DNA at pH 7.4, most likely due to deprotona-
tion of its side chains at this pH.

So far, all the peptides tested that contained four basic
(R or K) side chains bound to DNA with similar Kd val-
ues (200–500 nM) and diffused along DNA with similar D1
values (10–15 M(bp2/s)). Shortening the peptide to three
amino acids had a predictable effect on Kd due to the re-
duced number of basic functional groups but little effect on
D1. To determine the effects of increasing the length of the
peptides, we measured Kd and D1 values for poly(K) and
poly(R) peptides of 13 residues. These longer basic pep-
tides bind DNA somewhat more strongly, with Kd values
of ∼100 nM (see Figure 2B). Figure 2 shows that the mea-
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Figure 2. (A) The estimated D1 values for a panel of different peptides sliding on DNA in 2 mM NaCl buffer. TMR or Cy3 were conjugated to the N-
terminus of all peptides except for actin-8 and actin-11 in which Cy3B was conjugated to the cysteine residues present in these peptides. D1 values measured
at pH 7.4 and 6.5 were combined for all peptides except for actin-8 and actin-11 whose D1 values were measured only at pH 6.5. All the error bars are
standard errors of the mean. On average, over 50 trajectories were analyzed to estimate each D1 value. (B) Equilibrium dissociation constants, Kd values of
different peptides binding to a 30 bp dsDNA in 2 mM NaCl buffer at pH 7.4, determined by fluorescence polarization measurements. TMR was conjugated
to the N-terminus. * Result from Mangel etal. (9). ** Result from personal communication with Dr. Walter Mangel. All the error bars are standard errors
of the mean. The Kd values were averaged from at least three independent measurements. See Supplementary Table S1 for D1 and Kd values.

sured D1 values of (K)13 and (R)13 are 7.7 ± 0.7 and 8.9 ±
0.5 M(bp2/s), respectively, 10–20% lower than the D1 val-
ues determined for corresponding tetra-basic peptides. Un-
like the shorter peptides, these D1 values rise by ∼ 50% in
20 mM NaCl buffer (see Supplementary Figure S6). These
results suggest that (K)13 and (R)13 translocate on DNA
by a different mechanism than the peptides with short ba-
sic cores, for example by a mechanism wherein the most
mobile configurations for sliding entail partial engagement
between the peptide basic side chains and the DNA. Our
salt-dependence results do not formally distinguish a hop-
ping model from an inchworm model (where portions of
the peptide undergo hopping) or models wherein which a
fixed subset of basic side chains engage with the DNA, but
are consistent with the hypothesis that the fully-engaged
tridecapeptides slide more slowly than peptides with four
or fewer DNA-engaged basic residues.

Cell-penetrating peptides can slide along DNA

Based on our results, it seems likely that many natural ba-
sic protein motifs can bind and slide along DNA. Here we
tested a canonical cell-penetrating peptide (CPP) from TAT,
a trans-activator protein of HIV-1. TAT also functions in
activating viral gene expression inside host cells (including
cross-reactivity with viruses other than HIV-1), suppressing
the immune system, modulating apoptosis, inducing AIDS-
related cancer, causing neurotoxicity, promoting RNA an-
nealing and interacting with membranes (23). TAT contains
a CPP and a NLS sequence in its basic domain (amino acids
48–60, GRKKRRQRRRPPQ) (24). This arginine rich se-
quence is also required for transactivating the HIV-1 long
terminal repeat promoter by binding to the transactivation
response region RNA (25).

We observed that the TAT basic domain peptide is ca-
pable of translocating along DNA with an estimated D1
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of 12.2 ± 0.6 M(bp2/s). Previous work showed that the
nuclear localization sequence III of p53 (STSRHKKLM-
FKTE, p53NLSIII) can slide on DNA (9). The TAT and
p53 peptides exhibit essentially identical D1 values (Figure
2A) in spite of their diverging DNA affinities (see Figure
2B). This disparity, like the pVIc pH dependence presented
below, suggests that dynamics of the bound peptide affect
the diffusion constant for sliding.

There is a substantial likelihood that many nuclear proteins
slide along DNA

Natural protein sequences homologous to pVIc including
p53NLSIII and the NLS-like C-terminal peptides from �-
actin (SIVHRKCF and SGPSIVHRKCF) have been shown
to function as molecular sleds (see D1 values in Figure 2A)
(9). Here we found that molecular sleds are extremely ro-
bust to variation in peptide amino acid content and pri-
mary amino acid sequence. Knowing that molecular sleds
can carry protein cargo (9), the amino acid sequence in-
sensitivity of molecular sleds is important because many
nuclear proteins have surface-accessible basic peptide se-
quences that are variable, but likely to support sliding ac-
tivity on DNA in light of the amino acid sequence insen-
sitivity shown here. We expect that any classical monopar-
tite (K-K/R-X-K/R) or bipartite NLS motif (26) can sup-
port DNA binding and sliding activity if the signal peptide
is surface-exposed.

The N-terminal amino group modulates rapid sliding activity

To examine the impact of dye labeling on sliding, we tested
the effect of different label positions and dye types on the
D1 of pVIc. Figure 3 shows that N-terminal labeling de-
creases the D1 value of pVIc to one-half the value for cys-
teine side chain-labeled pVIc that retains a free N-terminal
amine. Similar functionalization effects were observed with
K13 and R13 (see Supplementary Figure S6). With N-
terminal labeling, the dye identity (Rhodamine versus Cya-
nine) has no effect on D1 (Figure 3), while with cysteine
side chain labeling, pVIc-Cy3B exhibits a slightly higher
D1 than does pVIc–TMR (27). To determine whether D1
of the N-terminal conjugates was affected by blockage of
the N-terminal free amine, or alternatively, the presence
of N-terminal dye molecules, we acetylated the pVIc N-
terminus to alter the properties of the N-terminal amine
without introducing a dye molecule at that position. Figure
3B (pH 7.4) shows that the D1 values of cysteine-labeled
acetyl-pVIc decrease by a factor of two relative to those of
pVIc, in-line with the N-terminal labeling results above and
strongly implicating the presence of a free N-terminal pri-
mary amine in the large D1 value of the fast-sliding side-
chain-labeled pVIc. The free N-terminal amine shows little
impact on the DNA affinity of pVIc (the measured Kd val-
ues of pVIc–TMR and TMR–pVIc are 262 ± 88 nM and
352 ± 50 nM, respectively).

pVIc sliding is pH-dependent

We noticed an extremely high D1 value for pVIc–Cy3B,
35.1 ± 0.8 M(bp2/s), when collecting the data in Figure 3A,

Figure 3. (A) The estimated D1 values of Cy3-pVIc, TMR-pVIc, pVIc-
Cy3B and pVIc-TMR in 2 mM NaCl buffer at pH 7.4. TMR or Cy3 was
conjugated to the N-terminus or Cys residues. (B) The pH dependence of
D1 of pVIc (solid line) and acetyl-pVIc (dashed line) in 2 mM NaCl buffer.
Cy3B was conjugated to Cys residues. See Supplementary Table S2 for D1
values. All the error bars are standard errors of the mean. On average, over
50 trajectories were analyzed to estimate each D1 value.

where we standardized the pH at 7.4. This value is more
than 30% larger than that previously reported for pVIc–
Cy3B at pH 6.5 (26.0 ± 1.8 M(bp2/s) (9)), which had been
the highest diffusion constant measured for sliding along
DNA by a polypeptide. Observing the 2-fold effects of N-
terminal labeling and pH shift on the diffusion constant
for sliding, we decided to systematically characterize the
pH dependence of D1 values for pVIc and N-terminally
acetylated pVIc (both labeled with Cy3B on the cysteine
side chain). Regarding pH, the D1 values of both peptides
are modulated significantly between pH 7 and 8, with pVIc
showing a strong peak between 7.0 and 7.75 (Figure 3B). It
is tempting to speculate that the N-terminal amine drives
the pH dependence of pVIc sliding activity because of all
the chemical functional groups in pVIc it has the pKa (∼8)
predicted to be closest to the range where D1 is modulated.
However, we would expect juxtaposition of the N-terminus
near the DNA to raise the pKa of this amine somewhat
higher, and although the 2-fold reduction in the baseline
diffusion constant is observed in acetylated pVIc, signifi-
cant modulation of D1 is found in the range pH 7–8 for the
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acetylated peptide despite the dramatic reduction in pKa (to
−0.5) expected when the N-terminal amine is converted to
an amide by acetylation (Figure 3B).

The reduction in D1 upon acetylation of the N-terminal
amine and the mismatch between D1 modulation as a func-
tion of pH and the pKa of the N-terminus of pVIc argue
against explanations of these effects based on equilibrium
ionization states. It is particularly surprising that eliminat-
ing a potentially cationic group from the peptide by acety-
lation would strongly decrease D1 for two reasons: (i) the
cationic group has a potential to interact with DNA and
increase friction for sliding, and (ii) we observed smaller
changes in D1 when comparing results among tri-, tetra-
and trideca-basic peptide molecular sleds. Thus, changes
in proton exchange kinetics or hydrogen bonding dynam-
ics are the most likely explanation of the reduction in D1
upon N-terminal functionalization and the observed pH-
dependence of D1. We note that in a protein context, C-
terminal and internal basic polypeptide sequences would
have an N-terminal amide rather than an amine and be bet-
ter modeled by the acetylated peptide molecular sled than
the peptide molecular sled with a free N-terminal amine
group.

DNA minor groove binding molecules strongly affect peptide
sliding

In structural studies, lysine and arginine are often found
making favorable interactions with the focused electric field
found in the minor groove of DNA (28). Other DNA-
binding small molecules such as polyamides are also known
to bind in the minor groove of DNA (29). To determine
whether molecular sleds slide in the DNA minor groove,
we studied the effects of the DNA minor groove binder
DAPI (30) on pVIc sliding. We observed the D1 of pVIc
to decrease by 2-fold as the DAPI concentration increases
from 0 to 5 �M (Figure 4B). The average displacement of
pVIc along DNA also exhibits a decreasing trend with in-
creasing DAPI concentration (Figure 4C). These results in-
dicate that DAPI molecules interfere with sliding of pVIc.
FP measurements indicate that DAPI inhibits pVIc binding
to DNA (Supplementary Figure S8C). Similar ‘roadblock’
effects were observed by the addition of Hoechst 33 258, an-
other DNA minor groove binder (31) (Supplementary Fig-
ures S7 and S8C). Although we were unable to identify a
suitable major-groove blocker to serve as a negative control,
the DAPI and Hoechst results suggest that molecular sleds
slide in the DNA minor groove.

DISCUSSION

Previous work regarding facilitated diffusion and sliding
along DNA focused exclusively on proteins and fragments
of proteins involved in DNA metabolism and gene regula-
tion with the exceptions of recent work on adenovirus pro-
teins and poly-amidoamine dendrimers (10,32,33). Not un-
til very recently were the first molecular sleds reported (9).
The discovery of small, non �-helical peptides with slid-
ing activity proved that large, well-structured DNA-binding
interfaces with specific phasing of interfacial residues are
not required for robust sliding activity. Here, we carried

Figure 4. (A) A schematic of pVIc sliding on DNA in the presence of
DAPI; DAPI is in dynamic equilibrium between DNA bound and un-
bound states. (B) The DAPI effect on D1 of pVIc in 2 mM NaCl buffer at
pH 7.4. (C) The DAPI effect on total diffusion distance along �-DNA, �x.
Dashed lines are linear trend lines. Cy3B was conjugated to Cys residues.
The estimated Kd of DAPI to a 30mer ds-DNA is ∼13 nM (see Supple-
mentary Figure S8A). See Supplementary Table S3 for D1 and �x values.
All the error bars are standard errors of the mean. At least 20 trajectories
were analyzed to estimate each D1 value.

out a systematic investigation of molecular sled structure-
function relationships, gaining new insight into the mecha-
nism by which these molecules slide along DNA and the po-
tential for facilitated diffusion activity by mammalian pro-
teins that contain basic motifs.

We identified the functional core of the first molecular
sled, pVIc, to be the tetrapeptide KRRR and showed that
even the tripeptide RRR has sliding activity. We did not
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attempt sliding experiments with RR as the very low pre-
dicted DNA affinity (Kd estimated at >5000 nM by extrapo-
lation along the curve in Supplementary Figure S5B) would
challenge data collection using our assay. The observation
of sliding activity in tiny peptides that cannot form stable
secondary structures rules out specific phasing of charged
residues as a requirement for rapid sliding activity and al-
lows us to recognize that a variety of basic small molecules
may have sliding activity on DNA. We examined the pep-
tide primary sequence dependence of 1D diffusion and dis-
covered that 1D diffusion is highly robust to primary se-
quence variation, with observed diffusion constants falling
in a relatively narrow range between 8 and 16 M(bp2)/s (N-
terminally labeled peptides). These results indicate that slid-
ing activity is likely conserved across adenovirus serotypes
where there is primary sequence variation in pVIc, includ-
ing the AD8 serotypes where only three basic residues are
present (9).

Our finding that essentially all arginine- and lysine-
containing peptides, including natural NLS and CPP se-
quences, slide at physiological pH has strong implications.
Protein motifs such as those we demonstrated here to have
1D diffusion activity are common in the mammalian pro-
teome, and enriched in the nuclear proteome. For exam-
ple, there are 12,313 and 10,362 (K/R)8 ≥n≥4X8-n basic
molecular sled motifs among 5065 and 4235 predicted nu-
clear proteins in the human and mouse proteomes, respec-
tively (see Supplementary Table S4). If even a small frac-
tion of basic motif-containing proteins are sliding-active,
there would be many proteins capable of sliding along nu-
clear DNA in cells. Furthermore, it seems probable that a
number of nuclear proteins with solvent-accessible basic se-
quences but no known role in binding the genome actually
bind DNA and can slide along it to carry out functions that
we have not yet recognized. Future studies will reveal the
protein context-dependence of molecular sled activity and
the DNA-binding and sliding activities of NLS-containing
mammalian proteins.

In contrast with the lack of primary sequence dependence
of D1, we observed that the N-terminal amine exhibits
strong effects on D1. Converting the N-terminal amine to
an amide either by coupling to an organic dye or by reaction
with acetic anhydride dramatically reduces D1. In addition,
the D1 of pVIc exhibits a peak near pH 7.4, where we ob-
served an extraordinarily high diffusion constant for sliding
along DNA, 35.1 ± 0.8 M(bp2/s) (pVIc with a free amino
terminus and dye molecule cargo). These observations are
not easily explained by equilibrium electrostatic models, but
constitute a basis on which the 1D sliding activity of pVIc
can be regulated.

Incongruity between equilibrium electrostatics and slid-
ing dynamics was observed previously in pH-dependent
sliding studies of the DNA repair protein human oxogua-
nine DNA glycosylase (hOgg1)(2). hOgg1 has a single ba-
sic residue in its DNA-binding interface (Histidine 270) and
exhibits a reduction in D1 above pH 7.5 when this residue
is mutated to alanine. This observation was mysterious, be-
cause titrating the interfacial histidine to a neutral and less
bulky form would be expected to reduce the interaction with
DNA and ‘increase’ D1. As here with the pVIc peptide,
interpretation of the hOgg1 data appealed to dynamics to

explain these unexpected observations, although a specific
mechanism was not proven. The parallel pH-dependence
between the short peptides studied here and the hOgg1
DNA binding protein underscores the utility of molecular
sleds as simplified model systems for mechanistic studies
that are relevant to the functionality of much larger DNA-
binding protein molecules.

It is unknown whether sliding by molecular sleds oc-
curs in the DNA minor or major groove. Recent studies
suggested that nonspecific protein–DNA interaction is pre-
dominantly electrostatic (34). Honig et al. have shown that
the electrostatic potential in the DNA minor groove is more
negative and more continuous (28,35) than that in the ma-
jor groove due to electrostatic focusing (36), and thus we ex-
pect will be more favorable for binding and transport of the
basic side chains borne by molecular sleds. The disruption
of molecular sled sliding activity we observed by blockade
of the minor groove is consistent with models for sliding
that involve substantial minor groove binding and sliding
by molecular sleds.

Though molecular sleds were only investigated under in
vitro conditions here, we expect molecular sleds to function
in vivo as well (10). Under physiological conditions with
higher salt concentration, the DNA affinities of molecular
sleds will be decreased, but the effective DNA concentra-
tion in the nucleus of cells is so high that DNA binding
will still occur (see Supplementary Text calculations). The
mean in vivo sliding length of molecular sleds will be shorter
than observed here in vitro at low salt concentration due
to shorter DNA binding lifetimes and obstruction by other
DNA-bound proteins (14,37) (see quantitative estimation in
the supplementary text). At the same time, the probability
of molecular sleds quickly rebinding to DNA after dissoci-
ation is high, enabling efficient search and obstacle bypass
(14).

Altogether, we have shown that DNA binding and sliding
activity by peptide molecular sleds is a robust phenomenon
across a wide range of basic polypeptide sequences, includ-
ing essentially all known NLS sequences as well as other
natural basic polypeptides such as CPPs. In addition to
the direct relevance for sliding by natural basic peptides
and proteins containing such polypeptide sequences, pep-
tide molecular sleds offer a convenient model system that
recapitulates key features of the structured-interface-based
protein sliding activity that has been the focus of studies to
date on facilitated diffusion. We expect that molecular sleds
will find biotechnological application in molecular bioengi-
neering that takes advantage of the properties characterized
here.
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Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online.
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